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BUSINESS PROCESS OPTIMIZATION
Governmental Strategic Solutions provides business process intelligence  and optimization, deliver-
ing true end-to-end process  alignment, efficiency, visibility, and agility even when multiple systems
and applications are powering the overall business process.

The GSS Approach
A highly disciplined approach that will transform your business by aligning processes, people,
strategy,  and technologies. A proven methodology that applies best practices across your mission-
critical operations, enabling the agency to reduce risk, optimize business processes and improve
operational performance.

Benefits
 Increased productivity:  get more done with less;
 Improved service levels:  increase the agency’s  customer service and quality through effective
and streamlined  business process;

 Improved consistency:  ensure the same results regardless of who performs the process;
 Reduced cost and waste:  save money by reducing cycle time, eliminating unnecessary steps ,
and eliminating the time and cost associated with fixing errors;

 Reduced cycle time:  have more time for the other critical business activities;
 Prepare for future growth:  have the structure in place that will give you the ability to effectively
deliver increased services or modernize operations;

 Established metrics:  measure the process and see the results each and every time – you can im-
prove what you measure and achieve transparency of operations;

 Documented processes:  a step-by-step road map for successfully executing initiatives, process
deployment, and managing current and new operations;

 Competitive advantage:  set yourself apart from others by efficient delivery of services, at a re-
duced cost without compromising quality.

WHY PROCESS MATTERS -  Good process is at the heart of good
business. In today’s environment, the way governmental agencies
manage their vendors, the delivery of services, customer relationships,
and their employees, is radically changing, thus making ‘process
optimization’ a key driver of success.
Process optimization is a highly rigorous, disciplined and demanding
effort. However, the payoff is significant: lower costs, higher revenue,
stronger internal capabilities, and a more effective team.
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